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Abstract 
Beccari, G., E. Davis and C. Massaza, Extremality with respect o the estimates ot Gubreil- 
Campanella: Splitting theorems, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 21 l-22: 
Campanella’s refinements of Dubreil’s theorem are sharp upper and lower bounds, formulated 
in postulational terms, for the number of forms of any given degree in the standard bases of 
2-codimensional perfect homogeneous polynomial ideals. This note considers the implications of 
upper-bound-extremality. Its principal discovery is that such extremality implies a splitting of the 
syzygy module of any standard basis of such an ideal into syzygy modules of the standard bases 
of ‘component’ ideals explicitly describable in terms of the standard basis in question. 
Introduction 
We shall be quite brief here because the true introduction is Section 2, which sub- 
sumes the notational conventions fixed in Section 1. Consider a homogeneous ideal 
in a polynomial algebra of finite type over a field. The cardinaiity of any of its 
standard bases (homogeneous bases properly containing no other basis) depends 
only on the ideal; and the same is true ‘locally’, i.e., for the number of forms of 
any given degree in any such basis. In case the ideal is perfect height 2 (e.g., the 
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homogeneous ideal of an arithmetically normal space curve or of a finite system of 
points in the plane) there are the two upper bounds of Dubreil for the cardinality 
of its standard bases: the weaker depends (weakly) on postulational data alone; the 
sharper depends (a bit more strongly) on postulational data and also on that least 
degree for which the forms in the idea: of that degree have no common factor. 
Dubreil developed those estimates in the 1930’s; some half century later, Campanella 
generalized that work by developing the analogous local estimates. 
The first and third author of the present paper have studied the class of ideals 
which are extremal with respect o Dubreil’s weaker estimate. This paper continues 
that study from a different perspective: the implications of local extremality. The 
results are two ‘splitting’ theorems (Sections 3 and 4), which yield (Section 5) 
‘decompositions’ of the ideals extremal with respect to Dubreil’s estimates. Those 
‘splittings’ are related to genuine splittings of the modules of syzygies defined by 
the standard bases of the ideals in question. A sequel to this article will interpret 
those results more concretely in terms of the ‘Hilbert Matrix’. 
1. Notational conventions 
Always: R denotes the standardly (Z-)graded polynomial algebra, of r + 1 zz 2 var- 
iables, over an infinite base field; algebras are standardly graded algebras (of the 
form R mod homogeneous ideal, with the grading inherited from R); ideals are ho- 
mogeneous ideals, and unless otherwise clear from context, nonzero proper ideals; 
modules are graded modules, noetherian and homogeneous. Moreover: lower case 
Latin letters always denote integers; forms (homogeneous polynomials) arc diways 
denoted by upper case Latin letters, in which case the lower case version of the letter 
is reserved to denote the degree of the form (e.g., deg D = d). 
Notation for the rest of this section: A is an algebra; 1M is an A-module; I is an 
ideal of A; m is the irrelevant maximal ideal of A; A denotes dimension of vector 
spaces over the base field. 
Standard bases. Fix a set B of homogeneous elements of IM. Then by Nakayama’s 
lemma: 3 is a basis of M e .%? generates M/n&f ti B, generates (M/mM), (Vt). 
Define: v(M) = A(M/mlM), v(IM, t) = A((M/mM),). So for a a basis of 1M: card B > 
v(M), card Br 1 v(M, t) (Vt), card &!? = v(M) e card 3, = v(M, t) (Vt). Our pur- 
poses below require the use of ‘ordered bases’. We say that the sequence B = 
(B 1, l,., BJ is a standard basis of M if M= ABl + l . . + AB,l (i.e., B ‘generates’ 
M), n = V(M), deg Bi s deg Bi+ 1. (We follow [lo] in choosing the convention of ‘in- 
creasing degrees’ .) 
Modules of syzygies. As usual, M(i) denotes the module M with its grading shifted 
by i: M(i)[sM,.i. Given (il, . . . , i,J E Zn, for economy of writing below, we define: 
M[i,, . . . , in] = M(-i,) @ l _ @M(-in). 
Given a sequence ,% = (B 1, . . . , B,) of homogeneous elements in At, for (b,, . . . , b,) = 
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GbB,,..., deg B,) the degree vector of 8?, define Syz &? to be the kernel of the 
homomorphism (of degree 0) from A [b,, . . . , b,,] to M defined by (Xi, . . . , X,J - 
1 Xi B;. Recall the theorem of Hilbert (for A = R, 2? any ordered basis of I, ht I > 1): 
Syz 5B is free cs I is perfect height 2. 
(For A = H: I is perfect e A/I is CM (Cohen-Macaulay). See [ 1 l] for the modern- 
day exposition of Hilbert’s theorem due to Burch.) Suppose: A = R; Iperfect height 2; 
,%? a standard basis of I. Then: the numbers v(Syz 99, t) are independent of the 
choice of a (see 2.6 below). So in that case we define: 
((I, t) = v(Syz si!?, t), 9? any standard basis of I. 
Hilbert and Castelnuovo functions. Let A denote the difference operator on maps 
from 22 to z (A&t) = (p(t) - q(t - I)), H(M, t) = A(M,) and C(A, t) = A dim A H(A, t). 
(Note: A”+*H(R(i), t) = 1 for t = -i, 0 for t # -i.) H(M, -) is the ffilbert function of 
M and C(A, -) is the Castelnuovo function of A. Clearly H(A, -) determines C(A, -), 
and vice versa. We employ this special notation for the case A = R: 
T(I, t) = A’-‘H(R/I, t), A(I, t) = Af(I, t), A”(I, t) = A’/‘(I, t); 
when ht 1= 2, we call T(I, -) the Castelnuovo function of I. 
The numerical characters (Y, /I, 0. ~$1) and a(l) are defined in any case: ,&I) is 
defined only when ht I> 1. The definitions are: 
~(1) = min{t: & #O}; 
a(Z) = max{t: C(A/I, t - l)#O}; 
/_?(I) = min{t: ht I,A> 1). 
Suppose A = R and ht I> 1. Then /?(I) = min {t: GCD(I,) = l} . Here and in the se- 
quel GCD = Greatest Common Divisor. 
2. The Castelnuovo function and standard bases 
Further standing notation. Hereafter: ideals are ideals of R, I is always a height 2 
perfect ideal and &? always denotes a standard basis of I. For I (and for that ideal 
only) we abuse our notation by writing cc, p, 0, v, v,, & instead of CW(~), /?(I), o(l), 
v(l), v(4 0, [(A 0. 
In this section we formulate certain questions suggested by the estimates of 
Dubreil [lo], as refined by Campanella [3], for v and v,. The main purpose of this 
section is to collect in a convenient form certain results relating v and v, to the 
numerical characters Q’, fl, CT, & of I and to its Castelnuovo function (see Section 1 
above)-to fix the context in which we formulate those questions, and to prepare 
certain of the principal tools employed in our subsequent reatment of them. Now 
each of the results we have in mind may be found in one or more of [3,5,8, IOj-but 
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usually not formulated in a manner well-suited to our purposes here, sometimes 
with less than transparent proof. All are collected in [7]-both formulated to suit 
our purposes here and proved straightforwardly and elementarily. The items 2.1-2.5 
below (mod notational changes) are exactly 3.1-3.5 of [7, Section 31, where proofs 
and precise citations of the original sources are found. 
2.1. Theorem. cusPsa, T(I,t)=O (Vt), Ql,t)#O w Olt<o. Furthermore, 
(a) for Ortlcr-I: A(a”,t)=l, 
(b) for a< t: A(Z, t)lO, 
(c) for~997: d(I,t)(-1. 0 
The estimates (b) and (c) of the following theorem are Campanella’s upper bounds 
]3, (29 1)l: 
2.2. Theorem. v, =0 for t<cr or Do. Moreover, 
(a) for Or tccc v, = -A(I, t)+ 1, 
(b) for cw<tQ: v,s-A(I,t), 
(c) for$<tlc v,+A(I,t)-1. 0 
2.3. Corollary. (a) Dubreii’sestimates [lo, Theorems I-II]: vscr+p-a+1 z~+l. 
(b) v = CY + 1 w CJ = j? and equality holds in 2.2(b). 
(c) v = cy + fl- ci + 1 e equality holds in 2.2(b) and (c). El 
2.4. Corollary. If A(& t) attains the maximum allowed by 2.1, then v, (trivially) 
and vti-1 attain the maxima allowed by 2.2. III 
Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries suggest he question: Is there significant informa- 
tion encodryd in the following hypotheses? 
(A) Extremality with respect to Dubreil’s Theorem I: v = a+ 1. 
(B) Extremaiity with respect to Dubreil’s Theorem II: v = a +fl- o + 1. 
(C) Extremality with respect o Campanella’s upper estimate: for some degree t, 
v, is the maximum allowed by 2.2. 
The question involving (A) is explicitly studied in [l]; and as pointed out in [7], 
special cases of the question involving (C) are in effect studied in [5,6,8]. 
Definitions. In case (C) holds for degree t, we say V, is maximal. 1~ Du2= (B) 
holds. k Du 1 = (A) holds. Hence: 
kDu2 H each v, is maximal; 
ZeDul ts kDu2 and p = ci. 
review. Sections 3 and 4 below develop the consequences of (C), and Section 5 ap- 
plies them to study the class Du2 (hence also Dul). ([2] will expand on those results 
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in terms of the ‘Hilbert Matrix’.) The ‘nontrivial’ maximality of V, implies certain 
‘splittings’ of I, its Castelnuovo function and standard bases associated to genuine 
splittings of the syzygy modules of those bases. To give one illustrative consequence 
of (C), we take this. For @? the sequence of forms of degree less than t in any stand- 
ard basis of I: Syz 8 is free; so when @? has more than one term, faetori.lg out the 
GCD turns it into a standard basis of a perfect height 2 ideal. 
Our development of the consequences of (C) falls into two cases, according to 
whether the degree in question exceeds /3 (Section 4), or not (Section 3). (The exceeds- 
/&case is dual in the sense of ‘liaison’ to the at-most-p-case.) 1he first step in that 
development is the following result of [7], which links the at-most-/J-case to the main 
result of [5,§ 41 (which is much better presented in [7,§ 41). 
2.5. Corollary. Suppose CCC, t<P, and let d= deg GCD(I,). Then: 
(a) dl W, 0, 
(?I) v,+,s-d(I,t+l), 
(c) equality in (a) e equality in (b). El 
Below, we make several applications of the following well-known observation 
concerning the standard bases of Syz s-part (a) of which legitimates the definition 
of the number & made in Section 1. 
2.6. Observation. (a) v(Syz 3, t) = 0 (t I 0), v(Syz &3, t) = v, + A“(& t) (t > 0). 
(b) Hence: &+ 1 = -A (I, o) +O, <, = 0 if t f o + 1 and A (I, t - 1) is the maximum 
allowed by 2.1 (so if t>o+l or if t<a+l). 
Proof. Let (b,, . . . , b,) and (st , . . . , s,_ 1) denote the degree vectors of % and a stand- 
ard basis for Syz &?, respectively. Then there exists an exact sequence of degree 0 
homomorphisms: 
O-+R[s .,..., s,_~] -+R[bl ,..., b,]-+R-+R/Z-+O. (1) 
Applying A ‘+ ’ to the alternating sum of the Hilbert functions of the modules in (1) 
yields (a), which by 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 implies (b). Cl 
3. A splitting theorem 
Notation. Fix acpcj3, m=G{v,: t(p), n=v-m, 93 is a standard basis for I, 
as above. 
3.1. Splitting theorem (at-most-p-case). Assume vP+ I is maximal. Say .B= 
(D&, l -,D&,G,, l -8, G,), D=GCD(I,); so by 2.5, d=T(I,p). Set I’=(I: D), I”= 
I+ RD,T,(I,t)=min(dJ(I,t)). Observethen: I’=R u I”=1 w rn=l @ T(I,p)= 
a e r(I, -I= r,(r, -1 u rl = R, _ d D (t < g,). Those equivalent conditions hereaJ”ier 
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define the trivial case of 3.1. The following four items, except for (b), are trivia//y 
valid in the trivial case; (b) subsumes the nontrivial CU.W. 
(a) I I’ is perfect height 2; 8’ = ( D, G1, l l s , G,) is a standard basis for I”; f (I”, t) = 
rd(I, t;. Therefore: cr(I”) = d; P(I”) = p; ofI”) = a: so the trivial cuse applies to I” 
for degree p; [(I”, t) = 0 (t sp + 1). 
(b) I’ is perfect height 2; LB’= (F,, .m8, F,,, ) is u standard basis of I’; 
f(I’, t) = T(I,t+d)-rd(I,t+d). Therefore: a(/‘) = a-d, p-dro(I’) = 
min{t-d: tla,T(I,t) = d}, [(I’,t) = 0 (t>p-d+l). 
(c) (V, v,, . ..) y,)ESyz 8%” * VEI’. 
(d) The (degree d) Rffi, . . . . jJ -L R[f, +d ,..., fi)lT-.%gl, .. ..g.,] embeds Syz a’ 
in Syz 3. Defifie Syz l n- Syz W’ by the restricticn of the (degree 0) 
R[f,~d,...,f,,,+d,g,,...,g,~l +R[d,gl,...,g,J defined b-v: WI ,... J,,,, Vi ,... 9 r/,, ++ 
<C U,E9 V,,-.-9 I(, > . Define Syz 33 ” A Syz 343 by its action on a chosen standard 
basis of Syz 3”: Q((K V,, . . . . v,))= <WI, .. . . U ,,,, V,, . . . . y,l), Ui forms with V= 
C Ui4 und Ui -+-A = U. (Note: Q exists by (b) and (cl; deg Q = 0.) Then: ker 7t = 
~(Syz a’); Q splits TT. 
Proof. We may assume d<a. Then [7, (4.4)] gives all of (a) and (b), except for 
the assertions about ‘<‘; and 2.6 gives those. For (V, V,, . . . , V,) as in (c), VD = 
-C YGi EI. SO (c) holds and (d) follows. That completes the proof; a converse 
results from the following observations drawn from it, n 
3.2. Observations. Given standard bases a’= (F,, . . . , F,“) for I’, and a” = 
@,Gt, l .*, G,) for I”, both ideals perfect height 2, let P be the ideal generated by 
9= (CF,, . . . . .Di~ ,,,, Gr, . . . . C;,); so ht P= 2. And if gI rf,,,+ d: a(P) =fl + d, p(P) = 
p(I’) rg,, 9 is a standard basis for P, P[ = DI;_d (t <gl), so r(P, t) = r(K’, t - d) + d 
(dl tcgl), D=GCD(P,) (f,.+d< t<g,). With 3.i(c) in mind, we define: 
w v,, l -0, I/;,)eSyz Lw’ * c/d’. (2) 
Observe: (P: D) = I’ M (2) * Syz 9 is free ++ P is perfect. (The ‘* ’ by the proof 
of 3.1(d) (a formal consequence of the definitions of I, II and Q); the last ‘ e ’ because 
ht P=2.) 
3.3. CotcrUatry, With I’, I” and P us defined in 3.2, ussume further: o(I’) + dc q< 
g,. Then; 
(a) P is perfect e hypothesis (2) of 3.2 holds. 
(b) If P is perfect, then the nontrivial case of 3. I applies to P for degree q. In 
thut event, taking I= P undp = q, I’ and I” become the ideals so denoted in the stute- 
ment of that theorem. 
Proof. By 3.2: (2) =$ P is perfect. Assume P perfect. By 3.2 and 2.1: a(P) = 
f, +dlf;,.+dcq<g&(P). D=GCD(P,), r(P,q)=dca(P). So by 2.5, 3.1 and 
3.2, (b) and (2) hold. 0 
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Remark. Note that the ideal P constructeu m 3.3 apparently depends on the choice 
of the standard basis f’dr the ideal I’. In fact it usually does (see [2]). 
For our final observation we assume the nontrivial case of 3.1 with its notation. 
Let v denote the projection (of degree -d) from R[f, + d, l . . ,& + d, gl, . . . , g,,] to 
R[fi, l e* &,]I and fix a standard basis ‘B?(B) = {PI, . . . ) t&,_ 1) of Syz 3. ‘1157’ is 
chosen to suggest ‘Matrix’: one possible (Hilbert) Matrix for 1 is the v - 1 x v matrix 
with ith row Pi. The main purpose of the following supplementary observation to 
3. l-and also the analogous observation at the end of Section 4-is to provide a 
bridge between the viewpoints of this paper and its sequel [2]. 
3.4. Observation apCd dcfiniticgl. Let q’= w(9i) (is 111- !), Y:= IZ(9& _ I+ i) 
(1 r&n). Then by 3.1, %V@?‘)=<cu;‘, .=.,9,k_J and YP(B”)=(9’,“, . . . . 9,:) a-e 
standard bases of Syz 9?’ and Syz B”, respectively. We refer to 3’ and B” as the 
standard bases (of I’and I”) defined by Si?, and to !D&%?‘) and ?I?(&!?“) as the stand- 
ard bases (of Syz ,% and Syz 5B”) defined by 1137(B). (That is of course a slight mis- 
statement because those standard bases, except for ‘%I(&??‘), depend also on the 
choice of the form D, which is determined by I only up to multiplication by a unit 
of the base field; but, as the reader has perhaps aiready noticed, given !I&%?), one 
can ‘canonically’ choose D. We leave further discussion of that point-which in- 
volves computations with %I?(&??) viewed as a matrix-to [2] .) Lastly, we fix one of 
the many possible splittings Syz 8B” A Syz B: ~(9:) = 9&_. 1 + I. We refer to that 
particular e as the splitting (of it) defined by (m(Sl). 
4. The dual splitting theorem 
For the purposes of this section: fix for I a ‘minimal complete intersection’ Q 
(QCl, ht Q = 2, v(Q) = 2, cx(Q) = cy, P(Q) =p); fix a standard basis 9 = (F, G) for 
Q; set J= (Q : I). If I# Q, then as is wet1 known, J is perfect height 2 (4.2(a) below). 
Before stating the theorem of this section, we need to set further notation and to 
record certain clarifying elementary observations which we shall subsequently 
employ freely, usually without explicit reference. 
Notation. Fix jkspco, m=C{vl: t(p), n=v-m, t’=a+P-2-t; as above, 33 
is a standard basis of I. 
Observation. The first of the following items results from elementary calculation 
(e.g., [7,$ l]), and the others are straightforward consequences of the fasts of Sec- 
tion 2. 
(1) d(Q,t)=l (Ost%-l), d(Q,t)= -1 (@t<cr+P--I), d(Q,t)=O (other- 
wise). Hence a(Q)=cx+/?-1, d(Q, t)= -d(Q, t’+l), r(Q,t)=r(Q, t’). Clearly: 
Syz 9 is generated by (-G, F). 
(2) n1=2 ti II=Qr (tip). ada+/?-I; equality ti I=Q. 
(3) Assume: I, = QI (tsp), IP+ 1 #Qp+!. Then: v, is maximal (tsy+l), &=O 
(t<p+ 1). 
(4) 0 5p + I(I,p); equality e 4 (I, t) = - 1 (p< t d CT). Equality implies: n = 0, 
5 6+t=1, r,=o (t>p+l,t;ta+l). 
(9 Suppose vP+ I is maximal. Then: n = 0 cs CT = p + I(I,p). 
4.1. Splitting theorem (exceeds-P-case). Assume: vP+ I is maximal and m f 3. (See 
4.5 beCow for an explanation of ‘m *2’.) Then: 
(a) 3.1 applies to J for degree p’. Say D=GCD(JPI). Thpn: d=T(J,p’)= 
a + p - I- p - I(I, p). (And therefore, EJ the preliminary observations (4) and (5): 
a<a+j&d-2; equality e n=O.) 
Define: J’r(J: D), J”=J+RD, I’=(Q: J”), I”=(Q: J’). Observe that by 3.1: 
I’=I $S. !“Z Q e the trivial case of 3.1 applies to J for degree p’. Those equivalent 
conditions hereafter define the trivial case of 4.1. Say 68 = (F,, . . . , F,,,, G1, . . . , G,). 
Then : 
(b) I’ and I” are perfect height 2. o(I’)=p+T(i’,p)=a+p-1 -d. For tip: 
I,‘=& I;+d=QI-Ld. For t > p : T(I”, t + d) = T(I, t ). Hence (preliminary observa- 
tions): 88’~ (F,, . . . , F,,,) is a standard basis for I’, c(I’, t) = 0 (t >p + 1, t f a + B- d), 
c(I’, a + p - d) = 1, c(I”, t) = 0 (t sp + d + l), the trivial case holds iff n = 0, the trivial 
cI se applies to I’ for degree p. Lastly: 88” = (F, G, DG!, . . . , DG,) is a standard 
basis for I”. 
(c) In any case, there exist forms Ai and Bi, uniquely determined by &? and D, 
such that DFi = Ai F+ Bi G. In case n f 0: 
(d) R[f,, --,&I AR[fi, wfirvg,, ---g gn] embeds Syz 3’ in Syz 88. Define 
R[f,, l w&l,gl, l ..,g,l + Na,D,gl+ _‘,..=,g,+dl .of degree d) bu (r/19.goy Cr,,, V,, 
***, V,> w (1 ViAi, C &S,, V,, l *=y V,) . That clearly induces maps Syz ‘99 * Syz 33” 
and Syz sB’& Syz 9. By (b) then, for @ the truncation of Syz 9?’ at o(I’) (sub- 
module generated by its homogeneous elements of degree at most a(I’)): v@, t) = 0 
(t>p+l); Syza’=G@RP, 9 homogeneous, degg=a+fl-d. In case n*O 
define Syz SB” A Syz %, by its action on a chosen standard basis of Syz a”: 
&(U.. V, VI, . ..) V,,))=<U,, .. . . U ,,,, VI, . . . . V,), the L\ forms with 1 UiF;:= -1 FGi 
and ui +fi = Ui +gi. (Note: e exists by (b) and (c); deg e = -d.) Then: ker R= l(G), 
coke: II’ = 0, and when defined, e splits 7t. 
We subsume all hypotheses and notation of 4.1 until its proof is completed. The 
proof rests on applying 3.1 to J for degree p’. It requires the explicit formulas for 
r(Q, t) and d (Q, t) determined by the preliminary observation (l), and it leans 
heavily on three results from the theory of ‘liaison’ recalled now in 4.2. (See: 
[12, (1.3)] for 4.2(a); [9, (3)] for 4.2(b); [4, (2.2)] for 4.2(c).) 
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4.2. Recall on liaison. Given a perfect height 2 ideal P, properly containing Q, /et 
N=(Q:P). Then: 
(a) N is perfect height 2, .wd P= (Q : N). 
(b) r(P, t) + T(N, t’) = r(Q, t) = r(Q, t’). 
(c) Suppose a(P) = cz and /l(P) = p. Then: 
v(N,t) = v(P,t’+2)+A”(P,t’-t-2) (O<t<a+j?). E 
Proof of 4.1(a) and Cb). J is perfect height E by 4.2(a). i”ey 2.1 and 4.2(b): a(J) = 
or+1 rp’, T(J,p’)=T(Q,p)-T(I,p)+O (‘#’ since tn#2); so a(J)sp’<o(J). For- 
mal computation using 4.2(b) and (c) and the nlaximaiity of v,,, then shows: 
v(J,p’+ 1) = -A(J,p’+ 1). So by 2.1 and 2.2: p’+ 1 s/3(J) and v(J,p’+ 1) is maximal; 
i.e., 3.1 applies to J for degree p'. By 3.1 rnd 4.2(b) then, d is as asserted by 4.1(a). 
That proves 4.1(a). Trivially in the trivial case, or else by 3.1 and 4.2(a): I’ and I” 
are perfect height 2, J” = (Q: I’), J’= (Q : J”). By 3.1(a) and 4.2(b) then: T(I’, t) = 
r(r, t) ft cp), SO r;= I[ (t(p); o(I’)=a(J’)‘+ 1 =d’+ 1 =a+P-d-l =p+T(I’,p) 
(that last ‘=’ by 4.1(a)). In sum: all the assertions of 4.1(b) regarding I’ are valid. 
Therefore, because the assertions concerning I’ are trivially valid in the trivial case, 
we now assume the nontrivial case and bring 3.1(b) into play. Straightforwardly ap- 
plying the formulas of 3.1(b) and 4.2(b) produces the following data (which prove 
all remaining assertions of 4.1(b) but the last): 
For tsp: r(I”,t+d)=T(Q,t+d); whence I,‘+d=Qr+d. 
For t>p: r(I’,t+d)=T(I,t); A(I’,t+d)=A(l,t). 
By 4.2(c) and 3.1(b) then, for tzp+2: 
v,-v(I’,t+d) = v(J,t’+2)-v(J’,t’-d+2) =O. 
But since vP+ I and v(I’, p + d + 1) are maximal (the former by hypothesis, the latter 
by preliminary observation (3)): 
v,+~ -v(I’,p+d+l) = A(I’,p+d+l)-A(l,p+l) = 0. 
That is, we have an ‘approximation’ to the last assertion of 4.1(b): 
For t>p: v(I”, t + d) = v,. (3) 
Now observe: I’ contains the ideal generated by J%’ (I” = (Q : J’)I Q + DI); I” and 
Q agree up to degree p+ d. So to complete the proof of 4.1(b), it suffices to prove 
the following for any degree tzp + d: 
88’ generates I’ up to degree t = B” generates I” ir degree t + 1. 
Proof. Note that W’ is a standard basis for the ideal it generates: DGj E 
Q+RDG,+ *** +RDGj__, * D(Gj-X)EQ, XERG~+ en* +RGj_l; whence 
Gj --XE (Q: J”) = I’-a contradiction to the fact that 9? is a standard basis of I. 
So the forms of degree t + 1 in 88” are part of a standard basis of I’; and by (3), 
the number of forms of that degree in 3” is v(I’, t + 1 j. Done. Cl 
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Proof of 4.1(c). Ry 4.2(a), DE (Q : I'); SO for each i, one such (A;, Si} exists. If 
(A,@ also works, then (A - Ai, B- Bi) E Syz 9 snd is of degree n+f;; I 
p + d< (r + p (strict inequality by 4.1(a)). However (Syz 9)[ = 0 (t< GY + p). Now for 
(U, !/, v,, . . . . V,) as in 4.1(c), X= C l$Gi E (Q: D). So by 4.2(a), since x~i, XE 
(Q: J@)=I’. Cl 
Proof of 4.1(d). Note ker 7t C r(Syi: a’), deg n = d, (Syz .9), = 0 (t < c# +/3). Hence: 
r(@)~ ker tt, n’(P) generates im n’. So to prove ker n = t(C5) and coker n’= 0, it suf- 
fices to prove z’#O. To that end take forms Xi, q such that: F= C X,5, G= 
C Fe, Xi+&=Q, yi+.fi=p. Then: F(D-C A,Xi)=G(C Bix.), G(D-C Q,,V,)= 
F(C A, F). &2nd because GCIC)(F, G‘) = 11: C AiXj = C .& 5 = D, C A;x ‘=r C B,& 20. 
So for @= (Y,F- XIG, . . . . Y,,F- X,,G>: EVE Syz z?%‘, n’(%!) = (-DG,DF) *to. It 
remains to prove that p splits z. To that end, take I/, any member of the standard 
basis chosen to define e, and regarding Syz 9 as embedded in Syz a”, observe: 
r- n@(v) E (SYZ 2)&g 1 9 deg r/ro(l”)+l<o(Q)+l=a+fl. 
Therefore, because (Syz 9)* = 0 (rca -t/l), n@(Y) = V. Done. That completes the 
proof of 4.1. As is the case with 3.1, a converse results from drawing certain obser- 
vations from that proof. Cl 
4.3. Observations. Assume: 1’ and I” are perfect height 2 ideals, both properly 
containing Q, cr(l’) = cr(Z’) = cy, p(1’) = j?(P) = p, the trivial case of 4.1 app!ies to I’ 
fordegreeq. By4.1, forM=(Q:I’)andO#DEMa(Mj:M,=Rl_dD(t%q’), o(I’)= 
CT +p - d - 1. Assume also: I” has a standard basis 5B” = (F, G, DG,, . . . , DG,). 
Choose any standard basis @‘= (F,, . . . , F,) for I’; so J,+ q. Now define: 
9’~ (F;, . -3 F,,-, G,, . . ‘3 G,,) 3 P the ideal gen*arated 1-y 9, N= (Q: P). Qbserve: 
ht P= 2 (because P3I”> D-F, D$ I’, and I’ is uzzi:;,Z height 2), &~C~qt = 
R, _ Jl So if f,+g,: 9 is a standard basis of P, a(P) = a, p(P) = j?, r(P, t) = r(I’, t) 
(t <g,). With 4.1(c) in mind, we define the hypothesis: 
(U, K V,,..., V,) ESYZ 2%” * C FGiEI’* (4 
Observe: (Q : (IV+ RD)) = I’ cs (4) =, Syz 9 is free 0 P is perfect. (The ‘ * ’ by the 
proof of 4.1(d) (a formal consequence of the definitions of IC and ,@; the last ’ H ’ 
because ht P= 2.) 
4.4. Corollary. With I’, I”, P as in 4.3, assume: q<g,. Then: 
(a) P is perfect iff hypothesis (4) of 4.3 holds. 
(b) If P is perfect, then the nontrivial case of 4.1 applies to P for degree q. In 
that event, taking I= P cndp = q, I’ and I” become the ideals so denoted in the state- 
ment of that theorem. 
Proof. By 4.3: (4) 3 P is perfect. Assume P perfect. By 4.3 and 2.1: p(P) 5 q< 
o(P). By 4.2 and 4.11: a(N)=a(P)I+ 1 (q’, N,&R+,D, T(N,q’)=T(AL,q’)=d. 
So by 4.2(a) and 2.5: v(N,q’+ 1) is maximal. A formal comptitation using 4.2(b) 
and (c) then shows that L, (7, q = 1) is also maximal. By 4.1 and 4.3 theai, (b) and (4) 
hold. c1 
4.5. The trivial cases af 3.1 and 4.1. The choice of that term is now clear: in those 
cases there is no ‘splitting’; i.e., one of those ‘components is I itsetf. Observe that 
there are really two trivial cases of 9.1: the one so designated above; the other ex- 
cMed b:y the hypothesis m # 2. When rl? = 2, o(J)~p y 4.2(b), whence: L?= 1, 
J” ---‘R, J’= J, I’= Q, I”=I; and all assertions of 4.1(b), (c) and (d) are triviallv 
valid-albeit uninteresting. We therefore imposed that hypothesis to avoid trivial 
complications. Observe that the 1” of 4.1 falls into th2t second trivial cast for dc 
gree p+ d. In any event, although the trivial case(s) of this section and the one c>f 
Section 3 are without interest in those contexts, the ideals falling into those cases 
for every p are not without interest. In Section 5, which examines the class Du2, 
the class of ideals extremal with respect to the estimates of Dubreil (Section 2), we 
see that the ideals of that class ‘decompose’ within the class (via the results of Sec- 
tions 3 and 4) into certain ‘minimal components’ (cf. [l]); and those minimal com- 
ponents are all trivial in the present sense--but not conversely. The ‘minimal:iy’ of 
Section 5 differs from that of [l]; however, the two notions agree under hypothesis 
(A) of Section 2-the scope of [l]. For that reason, and for another which we will 
now explain, we use the term ‘extremality’ instead. Observe that in any case, by 2.2 
and 2.6 and preliminary observation (1): 
v,zma.x{-d”(l,t),-d”(Q,tj; (astscT), v, = 0 (otherwise). 
That is Campanella’s lowei bound for v, [3, (2. l)]. Notice that, as does the upper 
bound of 2.2, it depends only on the function T(I, -) and the number /3. It turns out 
that if I is minimal in thz jensc uf the above discussion, then for every t, the two 
bounds coincide-in which case then, both v, and & are completely determined by 
T(I, -3 and /3, and are simultaneously ‘extremal’ in the two possible senses of that 
term. 
We conclude this section with an observation supplementary to 4.1 in the same 
sense that 3.4 is supplementary to 3.1-and with the same purpose in mind (see the 
discussion preceding 3.4). Assume the nontrivial case of 4.1 with its notation. Let 
w denote the projection from R[f,, . . . ,J,,, g,, . . . , g,] to R[Ji, l . . ,f,J, and fix a 
standard basis Em(@) = (Yi, . . . , &_ ,> of Syz a. 
4.6. Observation and definition. Let Cspi’ = v(Yi) (is m - 2), and Yi” = ~(9,~ _2 + ;) 
(1 I is n + I). Then by 4.1: ‘S?(S) = (9’: . . . ,9$‘+,) is a standard basis of Syz 8’; 
given homogeneous 9% Syz k&Y’ with me ‘(9) = ( -G, F), (Y;, . . . , &, _ 2, 9) is a stand- 
ard basis of Syz @‘. Because ‘%l(k%Y) is a free basis of Syz &Y”, for certain (uniquely 
determined) forms, say Xi (15 ic n + 1), 1 Xig“ = (-G, E 0, . . . 9 0). Therefore, for 
Yk-1 =V(C xicy)rn-2+i)9 P,1,-l E Syz &Y and TI’(Y,~, _ *) = (-G, F). Consequently, 
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g?(5i9’)= <&‘, .. . , Ph_ 1) is a standard basis of Syz 5B’. We refer to 58’ and $3” as 
the standard bases (of I’ and I”) defined by 98 and 9, and to 5?JI(H’) and ‘%I?(#‘) 
as the standard bases (of Syz 88’ and Syz 99”) defined by YJ&B) and 9. (As above: 
we err slightly in not taking account of the form D, which is determined by 2 and 
Q only up to multiplication by a unit of the base field; but given m(a), one can 
choose D ‘canonically’; we defer further discussion of that point to [2].) As above, 
we choose a splitting Syz 88” -% Syz && ~(9~“) = 9& _ 2 + !. We refer to that e as the 
splitting (of 71) defined by 9&B). 
5. Extremality with respect o the estimates of Dubreil 
Conventions. As in Section 4: fix Q, a minimal complete intersection for I, with 
standard basis g=(F,G), J=(Q:I), t’=a+p-2-t. For any ideal .P, DP(t)= 
GCD(P,) (t 2 a(P)); for I, D/(t)= D(t). (The reader is urged to review 2.2, 2.3 and 
2.4 and the subsequent discussion- and especially the definitions of ‘Dul’ and 
‘DUE’.) 
An observation on Du2. For IE Du2 and O< tao, by 2.2 and 2.6: v, = 
A(Q,t-1)-A(I,t), C,+,=vt+A”(Q,t) (t#:), &+l=v,+d”(Q,a)+l. Recall that 
in any case: v, = C,, 1 =0 (t<a,t>o), A”(Q,a)=A”(Q,/?), A”(Q,a)=-2 (a=fi), 
A”(Q, a) = -1 (afb), A”(Q,t)=O (tfaJ,O). 
5.1. Definition and observation (cf. 4.5). vp+ 1is trivially maximal in case one of these 
holds: pz o, II = Qt (tsp), the trivial case of 4.1 applies to I for degree p. By 2.4: 
‘trivially maximal’ =$ ‘maximal’. By 2.1 and 2.2: vp trivially maximal @ T(I,p- 1) = 
a ++ II = Qt (t <B). (That plus ‘/?= 0’ is the ‘minimality’ of [l].) I is extremal in 
case each v, is trivially maximal. That is clearly the case if I= Q, and if so, cr + 1 = 
a +,!i’, &+@ = 1, & = 0 (t #a +p). The following observations figure importantly 
below. 
(a) Assume I# Q. For I extremal and y = min {t: It f Qt): y z$, y is the unique 
degree with A(I, v) not the maximum of 2.1. And conversely, if there is exactly one 
degree y with A(& v) not the maximum of 2.1, and rzp, then I is extremal. For ex- 
tremal I, by the general observation on Du2 above: v, = 0 (t f a,/& y), v, = v(Q, t) 
(KY), 5,=0 (t#y+l,o+l), vY=v (?=a), v,=v-1 (v=/Ua), v,=v-2 (y+&, 
C y+1=v--((Y~~)~Cy+,=v--((Y=o)&+~= 1 (a# y). (Recall that because IE Du2: 
v = a + /3- 0 + 1.) A definition is in order: 
for I extremal and I# Q, y(l) = min{t: If f Q,}. 
(b) Assume: v, maximal (Vt zpj, a unique s>p with v, # 0, 3.1 or 4.1 applies to 
I for degree p. By 3.1, 4.1 and (a): the I” of 3.1 or 4.1 is extremal; I” is a complete 
intersection iff p < fl= s and v, = 1; when I” is not a complete intersection and p c p, 
y(l”)=s; for p~$, with d as in 4.1, y(i”)=s+d. 
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5.2. Proposition. Asswne vp + l is non~riviully maxilwal. Let I ’ and I” be as in : 3.1 
if pep; A.1 if pr/?. Then: 
(a) ZE I>u2 0 I’ and I”E Du2. 
(b) ZrsDu2 andpep * Z’EDUI. 
(c) ZE Dul * I’ and Z’k Dul. 
Proof. Let d be as in 3.1 if pep, as in 4.1 if pr/3. Then by 3.1, for pep: 
a(Z’)=a-d, a(Z”)=dJ(Z’)=P, a(Z’)=a. And by4.1, forpzj?: cw(Z’)=cr(Z”)=cr, 
/?(I’)-&Z’)=p, o(Z’)=o+d, o(Z’)=cr+p-1 -d. So if p<p, by 3.1 and 2.3: 
(1) v(Z’)+v(Z’)=v+!rr-!-,R-C+ 2; equality z ZcDu2. 
(2) v(Z’)lcw(Z’)+ 1 =a-d+ 1; equality e Z’EDUI. 
(3) v(Z’)~cr(Z”)+P(Z’)-a(Z”)+l =d+P-a+l; equality ti Z’EDU~. 
Likewise, in case p+ by 4.1 and 2.3: 
(4) v(Z’)+v(Z’)=v+21cr+p-a+3; equality * ZEDU~. 
(5) v(Z’)l cw(Z’) +&I’) - o(Z’) + 1 = d+ 2; equality * Z’E Du2. 
(6) v(Z’)sa(Z”)+~(Z’)-a(Z’)+ 1 =a+/3--a-d+ 1; equality cs I’kDu2. 
Observe: equality in (1) ti equality in (2) and (3); equality in (4) * equality in (5) 
and (6). That proves (a) and (b). Since p < o in any case, and 0 = j? if Z or I’ E Du 1, 
(c) follows formally from (a) and (b). •I 
Standing hypotheses. The rest of this section subsumes: 
ZE Du2; and to avoid trivial complications, Z#Q. 
5.3. Definition and observation. Given anyp 1 a define Z(p) = the ideal generated by 
{Z/D: ZEZ~, trp}, whereD=D(p). Then v(Z(p),t)=v,+&sp-d), O(t>p-d). 
By 3.1 and 4. I, when T(Z,p) #a ( cs Z(p) z R), Z(p) is perfect height 2. For p<F: 
by 3.1, Z(p)>Z(p+ l), Z(p)>Z#Z(p), Z(p) =Z(p+ 1) H v,,, =O; and by 5.2(b), 
Z(p)~Dul if T(Z,p)#a. For pr/?: I>Z(p+l)>Z(p)1Q, Z(p)=Q C+ Zl=QI 
(t(:pj, Z(p+ 1) =Z(p) * v,+1 =O; by 5.2(a) and (c), Z(p) E Du2 (Dul H ZE Dul). 
Moreover: 
(a) Givena~p<~andT(Z,p)#a,letP=Z(p),D=D(p),q=max~t<p:I”(Z,t)# 
T(Z,pj), D’=D(q), E=D’/D; so Dp(q-dj=E. Because ZEDU~, by 3.1, d=T(I,pj 
and d’=T(I,q). So, applying 3.1 to Z for degree p: a(Pj=q-d-b 1, a(P)=a-d, 
r(P, q - d) = e. Then because P E Du 1, 3.1 appl_, ips to P for degree q -- d, trivially iff 
r(z, 4) = a. 
(b) Let P=Z(p) (plpss). Trivially if Zl=QI (tsp) or I=P, otherrxe by 4.1 
applied to Z for degree p: a(P) = a, p(Pj =/?, a(P) =p+ r(P,p), r(l), t) =r(Z, tj 
(t sp). So: a(P) I 0, equality iff P= I; and if vP #O, 4.1 applies nontriviali to Z 
and to P for any /kq<p with C{v,: trq}#2. 
5.4. Definition and observation. B(Z) denotes the increasing sequence of degrees p
such that v,#O and C {v,: trp} f C {v(Q, t): tsp}. For the purposes of the follow- 
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ing observations: p E a(I), c is the first term of a(Z), cr) the last, 6 = min (p: P L p}, 
4 denotes the immediate predecessor of p in a(I) (for P#E), P= I(p), N= (Q : P). 
Taking account of 5.3 (and 2.1, 3.1, 4.1 and 5. l), observe: 
(a) P=I @ p==o w p 1: 6 and p + T(Z, p) = (T. I extremal ++ E = U; P extremal e 
p=E; &=a u I-(&p-l)=cz; r(r,p-l)#cr * 6=/3+a. IcDul cs I(&~Dul ti 
1(6)~Dul * a=~. 
(b) Say: p c /I, p f E, E = D(q)/D, D = D(p). By 5.3(a), 3.1 applies nontrivially to 
P for degree 4 -d. Therefore: P ‘=(P: E)=i(g) by 3.1; P’E Dul by 5.2(b); 
P”= P+ RE is extremal by 5.1(b). 
(c) Say: p>6, D = D&J’), E=DJ(q’). By 5.3(b), 4.1 applies to P and (non- 
trivially) to 1 for degree q. By 4.1: I(q) = (Q : J+ RE) = (Q : N+ RD); so D =E 
(becausea((Q:J+RE))=rx+P-e-1 ando((Q:N+RD))=a!+P-d-ii by4.l(b), 
and D is clearly a divisor of E). Therefore: P”= (Q : (N: E)) is extremal by 5.1(b); 
P”$ Dul by 5.2(c). 
(d) Say: P(I, /I - 1) far, p = 6, E = D,(q) = D(q). By 5.3(a), 3. I applies nontrivial- 
ly top for degree q. Consequently: P’=[P: D)=I(q), by 3.1; P”=P+ REeDul H 
PeDul, by 5.2(c); P” is extremal by 5.1(b). 
(e) Summary. Say p#te. Applying 3.1 or 4.1 to P for degree q yieids ‘rompo- 
nents’ P’ and P” corresponding to the ideals I’ and I” of those theorems: P’= I(q), 
and P” is extremal. The latter together with I(e) comprise the set of ‘extremal com- 
ponents’ of I. 3.1 and 4.1 yield for each ideal C in that set: the numbers a(C), p(C), 
a(C), v(C); the functions T(C, -), v(C, -), <(C, -); special standard bases for C and 
the modules of syzygies associated to those bases. Conversely, given those data for 
each C, those theorems show how to ‘reconstruct’: I from the C’s; special standard 
bases for I and their corresponding modules of syzygies from those of the C’S. To 
do that requires only to fix a convenient notational framework in which to sort out 
the numerical data. 
The interested reader is invited to work out for himself the details of the program 
outlined in 5.4 immediately above, or else to consult the circulated preprint of this 
article. Our sequel [2] will explain those details in concrete computational terms in- 
volving the (Hilbert) matrices of the ideals in question: given a matrix for I, how to 
find matrices for its extremal components; and conversely, given matrices for those 
components, how to reconstruct a matrix for I. Doing that will of course involve 
an analysis in matrix terms of our two splitting theorems 3.1 and 4. l-and their con- 
verses. But we say no more about that here, and in fact end this paper at this point. 
For we have now said about as much as we can say concerning our subject ‘cleanly’ 
(i.e., in terms of rings, ideals, modules and maps). For next must come the matrix 
computation, -cf. 3.4 and 4.6-and 121. 
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